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Part 5 Decoupling, including buried 
capacitance technology 
By Eur Ing Keith Armstrong C.Eng MIEE MIEEE, Cherry Clough Consultants 

This is the fifth in a series of eight articles on good-practice design techniques for electromagnetic 
compatibility (EMC) for printed circuit board (PCB) design and layout. This series is intended for 
the designers of any electronic circuits that are to be constructed on PCBs, and of course for the PCB 
designers themselves. All applications areas are covered, from household appliances; commercial, 
medical and industrial equipment; through automotive, rail and marine to aerospace and military.  

  

These PCB techniques are helpful when it is desired to… 

Save cost by reducing (or eliminating) enclosure-level shielding  
Reduce time-to-market and compliance costs by reducing the number of design iterations  
Improve the range of co-located wireless datacomms (GSM, DECT, Bluetooth, IEEE 802.11, 
etc.)  
Use very high-speed devices, or high power digital signal processing (DSP)  
Use the latest IC technologies (130nm or 90nm processes, ‘chip scale’ packages, etc.)  

The topics to be covered in this series are: 

1. Saving time and cost overall  
2. Segregation and interface suppression  
3. PCB-chassis bonding  
4. Reference planes for 0V and power  
5. Decoupling, including buried capacitance technology  
6. Transmission lines  
7. Routing and layer stacking, including microvia technology  
8. A number of miscellaneous final issues  

A previous series by the same author in the EMC & Compliance Journal in 1999 “Design 
Techniques for EMC” [1] included a section on PCB design and layout (“Part 5 – PCB Design and
Layout”, October 1999, pages 5 – 17), but only set out to cover the most basic PCB techniques for 
EMC – the ones that all PCBs should follow no matter how simple their circuits. That series is 
posted on the web and the web versions have been substantially improved over the intervening years 
[2]. Other articles and publications by this author (e.g. [3] [4] and Volume 3 of [5]) have also 
addressed basic PCB techniques for EMC. This series will not repeat the basic design information in 
these articles – it will build upon it.  

Like the above articles, this series will not spend much time analysing why these techniques work, 
they will focus on describing their practical application and when they are appropriate. But these 
techniques are well-proven in practice by numerous designers world-wide, and the reasons why they 
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work are understood by academics, so they can be used with confidence. There are few techniques
described in this series that are relatively unproven, and this will be mentioned where appropriate.  

  

Table of Contents, for this Part of the series 
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1. Introduction to decoupling 

We need very low impedances in the power distribution networks (‘power busses’) that provide DC 
voltages to the devices on our PCBs, so that the fluctuating current demands of the ICs and 
transistors don’t cause excessive emissions of electric and/or magnetic fields. These fluctuating 
currents are caused by… 

Stray capacitances associated with the loads on the signals  
Shoot-through currents in totem-pole drivers  
Core (processing) noise  

These three sources of current ‘noise’, and the resulting voltage noise created as they flow through 
the power bus impedance, are shown by Figure 5A. 
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‘Stray’ capacitance is unavoidably associated with all signal loads (e.g. an input to a CMOS IC or 
an operational amplifier) due to device terminals, lead frames, bond wires, and the capacitance 
associated with the internal semiconductor features. To this must be added the stray capacitance of 
the traces and pads of the PCB itself. The capacitances involved are quite small, often just a few tens 
of pF in total. As the transition time of digital signals continues to decrease (see Part 1 of this series 
[6]) the transient currents created by charging and discharging the capacitances associated with a 
load increase, increasing the levels of the emissions from the power busses.  

‘Shoot-through’ currents are created by totem-pole type driver circuits, at the instant of their 
switching. For a very brief time, both the upper and lower transistors in the totem pole are ‘on’ 
together, momentarily shorting out the power bus. It is possible to design totem-pole driver circuits 
so that the conduction times of the upper and lower devices do not overlap, and this is often done in 
high-power switch-mode converters to prevent actual device damage from the very high currents that 
flow when the power bus is short-circuited, but it not typically done in digital ICs. The inductance in 
the path of the resulting current limits the rate of rise of the shoot-through current, which would 
reach very high levels if the shoot-through period was not so short. 

The shoot-through current of a modern 74HC glue logic device can exceed the current fluctuations 
caused by driving its output signals by as much as 15dB at frequencies above 30MHz. And despite 
its data sheet rise/fall time specification of 5ns (maximum) both of these noise currents can exist at 
significant levels at frequencies up to (and maybe beyond) 600MHz. 

The inductances associated with the power bus inside an IC cause voltage noises (with respect to the 
PCB) to appear on its internal 0V and power voltage references. These noises are called ‘ground 
bounce’ and ‘rail bounce’ (sometimes: ‘rail collapse’). Because these noises occur on all of the IC’s 
input and output pins they contribute to the common-mode noise emissions from a device and from 
the PCB it is mounted on. It can be important for good EMC performance of a PCB to design or 
select ICs to have a low ground-bounce and rail-bounce, but device selection is not a subject of this 
series of articles (see [1] or [2] instead). 

Core noise is a feature of VLSI ICs, such as microprocessors and large FPGAs, which have a core of 
semiconductors operating at very high speeds. These internal circuits have to drive signals into 
internal capacitive loads, can suffer from shoot-through currents, and their transient current demands 
add to an IC’s overall current fluctuations. The frequencies of core noise currents are usually much 
higher than those from the other two causes, for example: the core of some Xilinx FPGAs can have 
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power current demands with 50ps durations – equivalent to a noise frequency spectrum that extends 
to at least 13GHz. 

Magnetic field emissions are dealt with by making the areas enclosed by the DC power current loops 
as small as possible. Where the 0V and power is supplied by traces, these traces must be as close 
together as possible, usually achieved by routing 0V and power traces side-by-side or broadside 
along their whole route.  

But Part 4 of this series [7] showed how important a PCB 0V plane is for EMC, for a variety of 
reasons, and when we have a 0V plane we achieve a small current loop by routing DC power ‘bus’ 
traces (often called power busses or power rails) on a PCB layer that is adjacent to a 0V plane. 
Closer layer spacing means smaller loop areas and lower emissions. 

[7] also mentioned the use of a 0V/Power plane pair, in which both the 0V and power distributions 
use planes, on adjacent layers. Using this technique in a PCB stack-up achieves the minimum 
possible current loop area. Closer 0V/Power plane spacing means even smaller loop areas and lower 
emissions of magnetic fields. 

Electric field emissions are dealt with by making the impedance of the power bus – at the point of 
connection of the IC or transistor that is drawing fluctuating currents – as low as possible at all of the 
frequencies of concern. This aims to reduce the magnitude of the fluctuating voltages created by the 
fluctuating DC currents, because smaller voltage fluctuations will give rise to lower electric-field 
emissions. The classical way of achieving a low impedance at the point of connection is to fit a 
capacitor there – known as a decoupling capacitor, or decap. Also, closer spacing of the power bus 
and its 0V return reduces the amount of electric field emitted, for a given power bus noise voltage. 

The distributed capacitance of a 0V/Power plane pair is another way of achieving a low power bus 
impedance, aided by the low DC resistances of planes (versus traces) and also by the high mutual 
inductance between the two adjacent planes. Closer 0V/Power plane spacing generally means lower 
power bus impedances. 

Unfortunately, decaps are not perfect capacitors and 0V/power plane pairs can cause problems if not 
designed carefully – as a result, effectively decoupling modern PCBs can be a difficult task. The rest 
of this article explores these issues and how they are overcome at present. It then goes on to describe 
the buried capacitance technique that – along with HDI (see section 5 of Part 4 [7] and Part 7 of this 
series) – will no doubt be as ubiquitous and ‘normal’ in a few year’s time, as FR4 and through-hole-
plate (THP) PCBs are today. 

Bypassing is another word for decoupling, and bypass capacitors another description for decoupling 
capacitors. This series does not use the ‘bypass’ words – partly because ‘decap’ is a nicer 
abbreviation than ‘bypasscap’. 

2. Decoupling with discrete capacitors 

Unless otherwise stated, this section of this article assumes a 0V plane with low impedance at the 
highest frequency of concern (see [7] for design details) – and power distribution using thin traces. 

2.1 Which circuit locations need decaps? 

Because of the very high switching speeds now achieved by digital ICs due to the continual die-
shrinking by the semiconductor industry (“Moore’s Law”), decaps are now required at every power 
pin of every IC (even old-fashioned glue logic) as shown by Figure 5B.  

And to improve emissions and immunity performance decaps are also required at least at every other 
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location on the PCB where fluctuating currents are drawn from a power bus, whether the circuits are 
digital, analogue, radio-frequency, or switch-mode.  

Whichever DC voltages they are connected to, all decaps should connect to the 0V plane used by the 
circuit their device is a part of. (See [7] for more on 0V planes, including what to do with a 
galvanically isolated area of 0V plane). 

 

It also helps EMC to fit decaps near to every off-board connector, whether they carry signals or 
power. And fitting decaps to the voltage reference nodes of operational amplifier and comparator 
circuits, and the voltage reference pins of A/D and D/A converters, can also help improve 
functionality and improve immunity to EMI. 

2.2 The benefits of decaps in ICs and MCMs 

The most effective decoupling per pF of decap is achieved by silicon nitride decaps actually created 
in the silicon die of an IC itself. The next most effective use of decap pF is mounting decaps in an 
IC’s package (‘hybrid circuit’ construction) – and mounting decaps on a multi-chip module (MCM), 
as is done with Pentium IV™, is the next in effectiveness.  

The above three decap locations are the most effective at controlling the very highest frequencies 
because they achieve the smallest possible size of current loop. So when choosing devices or 
designing FPGAs or ASICs or MCMs it will greatly ease the design (and cost) of the PCB power bus 
decoupling if as much decoupling capacitance as possible is embedded in the silicon chips or on the 
MCMs themselves.  

It is very important that the discrete decaps used have the very lowest ESL – such as is achieved for 
example by AVX’s IDC and LICA devices, and X2Y® devices (see section 2.4). Going any further 
with this topic would be outside the scope of this article. 

2.3 How much decoupling capacitance to use? 

The basic functional reason for decoupling digital ICs is to maintain the voltage rail within certain 
specified tolerances despite their fluctuating current demands. It is easy to calculate the amount of 
decoupling capacitance C required for an IC using the expression CΔV = IΔt.  
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ΔV is the maximum permitted reduction from the actual power bus voltage, in Volts, that will still 
permit the IC to function correctly – and is easily calculated from the worst-case power bus voltage 
(taking into account regulator initial tolerances, temperature coefficients and operating temperature 
ranges, ageing coefficients, the voltage drop due to the resistance between the power bus and the IC, 
plus the minimum operating voltage specification from the IC’s data sheet). I is the maximum 
current demand in Amps and Δt is the time this demand exists for. The problem is that it is difficult 
to specify IΔt for modern VLSI devices because it is a fluctuating quantity that depends on the 
operational mode of the device and the loads it is driving. But it may be possible to measure an IC’s 
transient current demands with a high-frequency current probe, when the IC is operating in 
representative worst-case conditions. 

It often turns out that 10nF is sufficient for decoupling glue logic, but most VLSI devices will need 
more and their manufacturers will usually recommend how much. For example, Xilinx [8] 
recommend using much more than 1/m times the ‘equivalent switched capacitance’ (where m is the 
maximum percentage variation permitted in the power bus voltage at the IC’s power pin). Equivalent 
switched capacitance is defined as P/fV2 (where P = the total wattage consumed by the IC; V = its 
DC supply voltage; f = its clock frequency). 

Xilinx say that once the equivalent switched capacitance has been determined, it is multiplied by 
much more than 1/m to find the total capacitance required by the IC, then this total is divided by the 
total number of power pins connected to the same power bus to find the value of capacitance to be 
placed near each of the pins connected to the power bus in question. 

A significant problem is that the type of decap used and/or the inductance in the current loop formed 
by the decap and its associated IC, could prevent the decap being effective when there are fast 
fluctuations in device power bus current. As a result, good VLSI manufacturers generally provide a 
wealth of data on how to decouple their devices (for example, [9] from Xilinx). 

Our discussion on decoupling in section 2.3 has so far concerned decoupling for reliable 
functionality, but decoupling to improve EMC performance at PCB-level is much more difficult. So 
please be aware that IC manufacturers’ application notes and other decoupling advice might not be 
as good as the very up-to-date EMC practices described in the rest of this article. 

2.4 Types of decaps 

The best decoupling capacitors are surface-mounted multilayer ceramic (MLCC), because ceramic 
dielectrics are true electrostatic barriers (charge separation devices) that can release all their charge 
at whatever rate is required. In practice, their rate of discharge is limited by the self-inductance 
(‘equivalent series inductance’, or ESL) of the device and the inductance in its external circuit 
(which are also limitations for all other types of capacitors). MLCCs especially designed for high 
frequencies exist, such as the Murata GRH700 series, and some designers prefer to use them, but 
because they are not purchased globally in very high volumes they are more costly than ordinary 
MLCCs. 

Plastic dielectrics suffer from dielectric absorption, which means that not all of their stored charge is 
available instantaneously. Some dielectrics (e.g. Teflon, polycarbonate) are better than others, but 
they are more costly and the commonplace low-cost polyester dielectric gets progressively worse as 
frequencies increase above a few MHz. Plastic decaps also tend to have higher ESLs than MLCCs, 
due to the way they are constructed. 

Electrolytic capacitors, including solid tantalum, rely on chemical changes to store their charge, and 
until recently have been valued for having a higher charge storage density than plastic or ceramic 
types. Having to wait for chemical changes to happen in them before the charge is released restricts 
their practical use to frequencies under 1MHz. Electrolytics also tend to have higher ESLs than 
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MLCCs, due to their internal construction.

Recent years have seen significant advancements in MLCCs, with 100nF now available from some 
suppliers in the very good X7R and/or Z5U dielectrics in the extremely small 0201 package size. 
The lower internal impedances of MLCCs can enable them to do as good a job of decoupling lower 
frequencies as electrolytics that have values up to 5 times larger, so a 100nF MLCC can sometimes 
replace a 470nF electrolytic. The only reasons for using electrolytics these days are decoupling high 
voltages, or where lowest cost is more important than size, weight, and reliability. 

A decap’s ESL is an important contributor to the inductance of the current loop consisting of the 
decap, the IC it is associated with, and the interconnection between the two – see Section 2.5 and 
Figure 5C below. It is very important to reduce the inductance of this current loop, and so it is very 
important to use decaps with low ESLs. 

Smaller and/or lower-profile surface-mounted MLCCs tend to have lower ESLs. Standard three-
terminal feedthrough capacitors can be used to achieve lower ESL, and X2Y Attenuators are another 
recent development in low-ESL decaps, and both are discussed in more detail in section 2.10 below. 

‘Reversed aspect’ MLCCs have their metallised terminals along their long edges – instead of on their 
short edges (as is more usual with surface mounted capacitors) and this reduces their ESLs. For 
example, 0508 and 0306 styles indicate a reversed aspect package (instead of the more usual 0805 
and 0603 styles). AVX say that an 0805 MLCC has an ESL of around 1nH, whereas an 0508 has 
around 400pH and 0306 around 325pH [10].  

AVX also offer ‘interdigitated capacitors’ (IDC) and ‘low inductance chip arrays’ (LICA), which 
offer much lower ESLs than reversed aspect decaps. For example, [10] says that an 0508 IDC has an 
ESL of under 100pH, whereas LICA (which uses a ball-grid array package style) has under 30pH. 

2.5 Layouts that reduce the size of the current loop 

To obtain the greatest reduction in magnetic and electric field emissions, the area enclosed by the 
current loop created by the decap and the device it is decoupling must be minimised.  

Since this series is about advanced EMC techniques in PCBs, this article assumes that a high-
integrity 0V plane (at least) is used in the PCB (see [7]). Figure 5C shows the schematic of the 
current loop that we are concerned with, and Figure 5D shows a suitable layout. 
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As was mentioned earlier – the complete power current loop between decap and IC is important – 
and this includes the lead frame, bond wires, and silicon of the IC. Since we often don’t know the 
path taken by the power current inside the IC, this article ignores it. But when choosing devices or 
designing FPGAs or ASICs it is important to ensure that the inductance created by its internal power 
bus does not prevent the PCB designer from decoupling well enough to achieve good EMC 
performance at the PCB level. Some Ball Grid Arrays (BGAs) have many hundreds of pins 
dedicated just to 0V and power connections exactly for this purpose. Lo-profile ICs (such as BGAs) 
and/or ICs which include internal 0V planes, will generally be an aid to PCB decoupling. IC sockets 
should, in general, not be used because the inductance they add between IC and decap prevents PCB 
decoupling from being effective for EMC purposes. 

The inductance of simple two-dimensional shapes of current loops can easily be calculated using 
standard equations – but they are not given here because it is much quicker to use on-line calculators 
generously provided free on the Internet [11]. Real decap-IC current loops are usually three-
dimensional, and the inductance of the complex shapes they create can be hard to determine without 
a field solver (see later). Methods of reducing the inductance of the decap-IC current loops – and the 
internal inductance of the discrete decaps – are covered during the rest of this article. 

The minimum decap-IC current loop inductance is achieved by choosing a decap with a low value of 
ESL, and minimising the inductance of the interconnections to its IC (or other device). In the case of 
a 0V plane and power trace – the layout that achieves the minimum interconnect inductance is shown 
by Figure 5D. 
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The power terminal of the decap shares the same pad as the power pin of the IC, with minimum 
spacing between IC and the decap. The 0V plane should be the next layer down from the surface 
layer where the components are mounted, and all components should connect to it using the shortest 
widest traces (via-in-pad where practical). Closer spacing of the 0V plane to the component side of 
the PCB will reduce the interconnect inductance further. To help the decap remove noise from the 
power bus, it helps if the current from the power supply has to flow across the pad of the decap to get 
to the IC.  

To help with the design of the layout for a decap, Figure 5E shows how the partial inductance of a 
trace routed over an adjacent 0V plane varies with trace width and spacing from the plane. 

 

Where it is not possible to share the same pad because the decap has to be moved further away from 
the power pin for some reason, it is best to minimise the decap’s interconnect inductance by 
employing a small copper area (a small power plane) instead of a trace between the IC and decap as 
shown by Figure 5F. As before the 0V plane must lie on the layer adjacent to the small power plane, 
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and closer spacing between these two layers will reduce the interconnect inductance. 

 

The reason for specifying the layer that is used for the 0V plane is that the decap’s interconnect 
inductance is significantly reduced by maximising the mutual inductance between the ‘send’ and 
‘return’ currents, by placing them on adjacent layers. Closer spacing of these layers increases their 
mutual inductance, and this reduces the overall loop inductance. This issue is discussed in more 
detail in section 3 below. 

To help reduce the area of the current loop on PCBs with 0V and power planes – where the IC to be 
decoupled is closest to its 0V plane layer its decap should be placed close to its power pin(s). But if 
the IC is closest to the layer on which its power trace or plane is routed, its decap should be placed 
close to its 0V pin(s). 

To help achieve low power bus impedance, some manufacturers embed decaps inside their PCB 
itself. Some do this by making parallel plate capacitors out of copper areas and small areas of special 
insulating material with a high dielectric constant. Some others do it by milling an oval hole in the 
PCB, plating its ends, and soldering a discrete decap inside the hole. These are both expensive and/or 
problematic techniques that are not recommended for general use. 

The reduction of the areas or volumes enclosed by the decaps’ interconnects is important for all 
types of circuits, not just digital. When decoupling analogue circuits, the basic issues for decoupling 
are usually stability, rejection of power supply noise, and immunity to EMI. Opamps used for low-
frequency instrumentation and audio circuits usually employ 100nF multilayer ceramic decaps at 
each power pin, whereas high frequency and RF devices might need to employ 10nF or even 1nF for 
stability, and might need to employ similar techniques to those described below to maintain a low 
power bus impedance over a wide range of frequencies. 

2.6 Series resonances in decaps 

All decaps have ESL which, in combination with the inductance of their decap’s interconnect (see 
Figure 5C), causes them to behave as a series resonant circuit. 

Series resonant circuits have a Self Resonant Frequency (SRF) at which their impedance falls to a 
minimum (limited only by resistance in the circuit). fSRF = 1/2π√(LTOTC), where LTOT = the total 
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inductance associated with the decap (the ESL of the capacitor plus the decap’s interconnect 
inductance, see Figure 5C). LTOT in Henries (H) and C in Farads (F) gives fSRF in Hz. Above the 
fSRF the decap impedance is simply 2πfLTOT, so it increases with increasing frequency. Figure 5G 
shows the series resonant behaviour of some example decaps, assuming average 0805 or 0603 
decaps with an ESL of around 1nH, plus a good pad pattern (from Figure 4H of [7]) that achieves an 
LTOT of 2nH.  

 

The dotted lines in Figure 5G shows how we might expect an ideal decap’s self-impedance to 
continually decrease with increasing frequency, assuming no inductance in the current loop at all. 
But the solid lines show that, at their SRF, real decaps can have an impedance that is lower than that 
of an ideal capacitor of the same value. Figure 5G also shows that at frequencies above their SRF, 
decap impedance is totally defined by LTOT.  

Modern ICs switch so quickly that they generate significant levels of emissions at frequencies above 
300MHz, and so Figure 5G shows us how very important it is to minimise LTOT, to try to reduce the 
power bus impedance at such high frequencies. 

The rest of this article includes design techniques to overcome the problem of inductance in power 
bus decoupling. 

2.7 Using ferrites in decoupling 

Wherever the impedance of the portion of power bus closest to a device (such as an IC) is not low 
enough, noisy currents will tend to circulate around the PCB’s whole power bus, including any wires 
connecting to an off-board DC power supply, and this will increase emissions. 

Adding a ferrite bead between each power pin and its power supply, as shown by Figures 5H and 5J, 
can reduce emissions by increasing the RF impedance of the power supply in such a way that more 
of the noise current remains local to the decap/device combination. As long as the longest dimension 
of the current loop between the decap and the IC remains smaller than one-quarter of a wavelength 
(λ), the emissions will then be less than they would be without the ferrite. (λ/4 for 1GHz in FR4 is 
37mm.)  
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The ferrite beads used for this purpose should be RF suppression devices, not inductors wound on 
ferrite cores, no matter how small. It is often possible to choose specific types of ferrite beads that 
are more effective than others at the emissions (or immunity) frequencies of concern. 

The ferrite bead-decap combination can be thought of as a low-pass filter that helps to keep noisy 
currents from an IC out of the main power bus. When this technique is used it may be found that 
only some of the ICs need ferrites in their DC rails — for example: clock generators and clock 
buffers. It may also be found that some IC cannot use ferrites in their power bus because the 
resistance is too high (check with the IC manufacturers’ application notes). 

However, simply adding a ferrite as shown above will cause the impedance of the power bus as seen 
by the IC will rise, so it will suffer from higher values of supply noise (rail bounce). With some ICs 
this can cause functional problems, so ferrite decoupling may require the use of higher values or 
higher specification decaps (see 2.8, 2.9, 2.10 and section 3 below).
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2.8 Splitting the decap into two 

A decap in combination with the stray impedances of a power bus can be thought of as a filter. A 
problem with single-capacitor filters is that the current loops associated with the input and output 
sides of the filter share a common boundary – the capacitor – enabling the magnetic flux associated 
with the input loop to couple quite well with output loop (and vice-versa). The resulting mutual 
inductance between the filter’s input and output circuits reduces the attenuation it achieves in real 
life. 

One way to deal with this problem is described by [12], and was also used in Part 2 of this series 
[13]. Two decaps are used along a power trace, spaced as far apart as possible – but no further apart 
than one-tenth of the wavelength in the PCB dielectric at the highest frequency of concern (see 
Figure 2V of [13]). The wavelength is given in meters by 300/f√k where f is the frequency in MHz 
and k is the relative dielectric constant of the PCB substrate (the term εr is often used instead of k). 
The k for FR4 is nominally 4.0 at frequencies above 1MHz, so for a top frequency of 300MHz with 
an FR4 dielectric in the PCB – the maximum spacing between the two decaps would be 50mm. 

Providing the component placement and trace routing is done carefully, so as not to compromise the 
physical segregation achieved between these two loops, the mutual inductance between the input and 
output current loops is considerably reduced. The restriction of the spacing between the two decaps 
to <λ/10 prevents the newly-created current loop between the two decaps from becoming resonant – 
as this would once again couple the input and output loops very closely. Clearly, this technique could 
also employ three or more decaps in series along a power trace to get even better noise filtering. 

2.9 Using multiple decaps in parallel 

Using a number of decaps in parallel is one way of reducing the effect of their ESL. But this only has 
a significant overall benefit if the inductance of the decap’s interconnect is much smaller than the 
ESL of a single decap (see section 2.4 and its figures above). Since it can be difficult to share an IC’s 
power pin pad with more than one decap, the scheme of Figure 5F is often used with all the decaps 
to be paralleled sharing the same small power plane. 

When n identical decaps are paralleled the impedance they achieve is reduced. The reduction 
depends on their layout with respect to one another, but 1/n times the impedance of a single decap 
can be achieved. So 10 decaps with the same ESL can be arranged to have 1/10th the impedance of 
just one decap. 

The most obvious way of arranging multiple decaps is to place them in a bank, side-by-side, with all 
their 0V connections at the same end – but this would not create the impedance reduction required. 
Since their current flows are in the same orientation, and the devices are close enough to have 
significant mutual inductance, the reduction in overall impedance is not as much as 1/n. With such a 
regular layout, the devices should be far apart to minimise their mutual inductance and hence 
minimise their overall impedance, as shown in Figure 5K. 

However, the devices can be placed close together if they are arranged so that the magnetic fluxes, 
created by the current flowing through their bodies, cancel. Figure 5P below shows an example of 
this technique with just two decaps. Figure 5K shows how this technique might be applied when 
using five decaps, but if you are planning on using this technique take care not to infringe Dell 
Patent #6,337,798. 
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It is claimed that a bank of X2Y® Attenuators used as decaps (see section 2.10) can be closely 
spaced together in the same orientation without their mutual inductance compromising their overall 
effect, but this requires identical and symmetrical locations for the 0V via hole(s) for each device. 

At the time of writing there are two conflicting recommendations on the values to use when 
paralleling decaps – some experts recommend using identical values whilst others recommend using 
a variety of values. But all of them agree that it is essential to choose decaps with the smallest ESLs 
and to minimise the inductance in the decaps’ interconnections.>/p>  

Figure 5L shows the effects of using ten identical 10nF decaps – assuming they share the small 
power plane of a layout similar to Figure 5F and assuming they are laid out optimally to achieve 1/n 
improvement in overall ESL (see Figure 5K). 

 

Using identical types and values of decaps avoids the problems of parallel resonances that occur 
when decaps with different SRFs are used. Figure 5M shows the sort of thing that happens when
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three different values of decap are paralleled under the same conditions as Figure 5L. In-between 
each pair of series resonant frequencies, a parallel resonance with a high impedance appears – not 
what we wanted. 

 

The effects sketched in Figure 5M are easy to simulate using SPICE with simple models for the 
decaps that just include their capacitance values and ESLs, and many designers take this to be a good 
reason for not using different decap values in parallel. But it is possible to use a number of different 
values to achieve an overall power bus impedance that may give better overall performance than 
using identical values. The idea is to spread the series resonances around to get a lower impedance 
over a wider range, and choose values that are close enough together that the parallel resonances 
cannot achieve very high impedances. 

Figure 5N shows an example of such a decoupling scheme using ten decaps with values ranging 
from 100 to 1nF (assuming they are laid out optimally to achieve 1/n improvement in overall ESL, 
see Figure 5K). The overall impedance of ten identical 10nF capacitors (from Figure 5L) is shown 
for comparison. 
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Figure 5N shows that using closely-spaced values of decaps we can achieve lower impedance over 
parts of the frequency range (in this example, below 12MHz and from 60 – 150MHz) with the trade-
off of a higher impedance over part of the range (12-60MHz). Above about 150MHz the impedance 
is the same for both sets of parallel capacitors – simply equal to the impedance of 10 off 2nH 
inductors in parallel. For more on using multiple values of decap to extend the low-impedance 
frequency range, see [14]. 

When laying out the decaps for an IC using a variety of decap values, the decaps with the lower 
capacitance values should be placed closest to the IC’s power pin. It is often remarked that there is 
little value in using decaps with values below 1nF, but if their equivalent series resistances (ESRs) 
are low enough Figure 5N indicates that they may help achieve lower overall impedances at 
frequencies above 150MHz.  

MLCCs with NPO or COG dielectrics tend to self-resonate at higher frequencies, for a given value 
of capacitance, which makes them more attractive for decoupling. But they have lower ESRs than 
the X7R and Z5U ceramic dielectrics usually used to pack much more capacitance into small decaps. 
Lower ESRs mean lower impedances at their SRFs, but the reduction in damping caused by the 
lower ESR losses makes the parallel resonance peak impedances higher. So in general it is better to 
avoid COG or NPO dielectrics and choose decaps with ESRs of 10mW or more. When using NPO or 
COG decaps their low ESRs make it very important to route them to their ICs in a way that achieves 
the lowest possible loop inductance. This helps reduce the amplitude of their parallel resonance 
peaks. 

2.10 Other ways to reduce decap ESL 

The ESL of a decap is caused by the flow of current within it. One way of reducing ESL is to place 
two decaps close together in an orientation such that the magnetic fluxes caused by their internal 
currents cancel each other out, as shown by Figure 5P (taken from [15], which in turn references 
[16]). Obviously, this technique can be applied to any number of decaps (see 2.9 above, and Figure 
5K) – but if intending to use this technique, take care not to infringe Dell Patent #6,337,798.
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Surface-mounted 3-terminal ‘feedthrough’ capacitors [17] and especially ‘X2Y® attenuators’, with 
one centrally located via (or two symmetrically located vias) to their 0V plane, have lower ESL than 
a similar size of 2-terminal capacitor. This is due to the magnetic field inside the capacitor being 
partially cancelled due to there being two current paths in opposite directions for at least part of their 
path through the body of the devices. The result is a higher SRF, and a lower impedance above the 
SRF, for a given capacitor value and package size. X2Y® attenuators have a special three-electrode 
internal structure that achieves better internal magnetic flux cancellation than a normal 3-terminal 
capacitor. 

Figure 5Q shows a the schematic and pad pattern for an X2Y® attenuator when used with both 0V 
and power planes, plus a graph (from [18]) comparing the impedance of a 470nF X2Y device 
compared with that achieved by a parallel combination of five ordinary 2-terminal MLCC decaps 
(150 + 100 + 68 + 47 + 33nF). The graph shows that the single X2Y® has a better-controlled 
impedance curve and a lower impedance at frequencies above the SRF, implying that (in this 
example, at least) the X2Y® device and its interconnect achieves an inductance that is less than that 
of five MLCCs in parallel.
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Due to the length of this part of Keith’s series, we have split it into two and the rest of it will 
appear in the next issue 56 (January 2005). 
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